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Abstract. A new scheme for a still image encoder using vector quanti-
zation (VQ) is proposed. The new method classifies the block into a
suitable class and predicts both the classification type and the index
information. To achieve better performance, the encoder decomposes
images into smooth and edge areas by a simple method. Then, it en-
codes the two kinds of region using different algorithms to promote the
compression efficiency. Mean-removed VQ (MRVQ) with block sizes 8
38 and 16316 pixels compress the smooth areas at high compression
ratios. A predictive classification VQ (CVQ) with 32 classes is applied to
the edge areas to reduce the bit rate further. The proposed prediction
method achieves an accuracy ratio of about 50% when applied to the
prediction of 32 edge classes. Simulation demonstrates its efficiency in
terms of bit rate reduction and quality preservation. When the proposed
encoding scheme is applied to compress the ‘‘Lena’’ image, it achieves
the bit rate of 0.219 bpp with the peak SNR (PSNR) of 30.59 dB. © 2000
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [S0091-3286(00)00908-9]

Subject terms: vector quantization; mean-removed vector quantization; predictive
classification vector quantization.
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1 Introduction

Image and video compression approaches have rece
considerable emphasis in many applications to increase
transmission or storage efficiency. These techniques h
successfully applied in video phone conferencing, hig
definition TV ~HDTV!, image storage, or transmissio
Vector quantization~VQ! has developed as one of the mo
efficient image coding techniques.1,2 The image to be en
coded is first processed to yield a set of vectors. A co
book is generated from a set of training vectors. The m
commonly used algorithm to obtain a codebook is an ite
tive clustering algorithm such asK-means, or a generalize
Lloyd clustering algorithm~LBG!, proposed by Linde,
Buzo, and Gray.3 Each input vector is individually quan
tized to the closest codevector in the codebook. Comp
sion is then achieved using the indices or labels of
codevectors for the purpose of storage and network tra
missions. The image can be reconstructed using look
table techniques with indices to select the correspond
codevectors from the same codebook as the encoder u
The major advantage of VQ is its simple implement on
hardware of the decoder.

There are many VQ research topics to increase the c
pression efficiency, including finite state VQ~FSVQ! ~Ref.
4!, address VQ~AVQ! ~Ref. 5!, classification VQ~CVQ!
~Refs. 6 and 7!, and predictive VQ~PVQ! ~Refs. 8–11!,
side-match VQ~SMVQ! ~Ref. 12!, and index-compression
VQ ~Refs. 13–15!. The proposed method is a PVQ stra
egy. In PVQ schemes, image blocks are usually very sm
typically 434, and therefore a high correlation exis
among the blocks in a neighborhood. Thus, correlation
be used to predict the index of next codeword that will
encoded. The proposed method utilizes the edge orienta
2372 Opt. Eng. 39(9) 2372–2380 (September 2000) 0091-3286/2000/
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to raise the correct prediction ratio. Simulation results de
onstrate that it is an efficient and effective coding sche
because it outperforms the results of already mentioned
the Joint Photographic Experts Group~JPEG! compression
schemes.

In the next section, we introduce VQ briefly. Section
presents the proposed new method, including the meth
ology to classify the image into different classes and to
the prediction technique to reduce the overhead am
edge regions. The simulation result are given in Sec
Finally, Sec. 5 presents the conclusion and discusses
future research work.

2 Brief Reviews of VQ

The basic idea of VQ is quite simple, representing
quences of input vectors with a much smaller set of p
defined vectors, which are called codevectors. On the
coder side, VQ can reconstruct the sequences, using a l
up-table method to retrieve the codevectors from
codebook, and it outputs as the reconstructed sequenc

Formally, a VQ ofk dimension and sizeN can be re-
garded as a mappingQ from ak-dimensional spaceRk to a
finite subsetY of Rk. That is,

Q:Rk→Y, ~1!

where containsN reference vectors inRk or is called the
codebook,yi represents thei ’ th codevector inY, and N
stands for the codebook size. When fixed-length bin
codes are used to label the codevectors in codebookY and
each code length is fixed atl bits, the size of codebook
$15.00 © 2000 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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should be limited toN52l . In fact, the mappingQ can be
expanded into the composition of two mappings, encodeE
and the decoderD, i.e.,

Q~x!5D@E~x!#, xPRk

E:Rk2I ~2!

D:I→Y

whereI 5$1, 2, . . . , 2l% is a set of codebook indices. Eac
index is associated to only one codevector in the codeb
through the searching criteria. With these two mappin
the function of a VQ can be indirectly accomplished
follows. The VQ encoderE, which is occasionally called
the vector quantizer, assigns the input vectorx to an index
i as output according to one encoding rule. Subseque
this indexi is used under the VQ decoderD on the receiver
side to determine the reconstruction vectorQ(x). Due to
the data to represent indexi is less than original input vec
tor x, the goal of compression is achieved. Detailed
scription of VQ can be found easily from Refs. 1–3.

3 Predictive Classifier for VQ

3.1 Classification

Classification is used to recognize characters and specif
image block to a suitable class. It is often used to segm
an image into small blocks first before applying a compr
sion algorithm to increase efficiency. There are many d
ferent methods to classify image blocks. In this paper
new method by gradient is used to classify image bloc
The main goal is to classify the block into edge and smo
classes, which can be employed with different compress
schemes to raise efficiency.

For a 434 block B5$Xi j ;0< i , j <3% to be classified,
whereXi j is gray level of the pixel corresponding to pos
tion ~i,j!. First, find the maximumXmax and the minimum
Xmin in block. If the difference betweenXmax and Xmin is
smaller than a thresholdt, the block is classified as a shad
block; otherwise, it will be classified as an edge block.
most conditions, the gray-level difference between t
sides to form an edge is about 25 to 30. According to t
and experimental visual testing, 20 to 30 is a reasona
value of t.

Once a block is classified as an edge block, the orie
tion of edge pattern within block will be computed as
aid to classification. First we compute the gradient both ix
and iny directions.

Gx5(
i 50

1

(
j 50

3

Xi j 2(
i 52

3

(
j 50

3

Xi j

~3!

Gy5(
i 50

3

(
j 50

1

Xi j 2(
i 50

3

(
j 52

3

Xi j .

For more clarity, the computation ofGx and Gy is illus-
trated as Fig. 1.

Once theGx and Gy are computed, we compute th
orientation of block by
oaded From: http://opticalengineering.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 04/28/2014 T
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D5tan21S Gy

Gx
D . ~4!

Then, dividing the orientation into four groups:10, 690,
145, and245 deg. Each group contains the range of
deg. Therefore, group of10 deg corresponds to edg
blocks of222.5 to122.5 deg. The detailed relationship li
of groups, degrees, and classification types are present
Table 1.

In the last step, the exact classification result is decid
We compute the mean of the block as follows:

M5
1

16(
i 50

3

(
j 50

3

Xi j . ~5!

Then a character map is built according to the mean va
If the gray level of a pixel is greater than or equal toM, we
assign a 1 to thecorresponding position on the charact
map. Otherwise, we assign a 0 to themap. A detailed de-
scription is given simply as

CMi j 5H 1 Xi j >M

0 Xi j ,M
, i j 50 to 3. ~6!

Using the described methods, a character map of e
desired block is obtained. Then, the similarity between
character map and all classification types is computed
assign it to a suitable and exact class. The classifica
type Tcs are shown in Fig. 2, which labels 32 classes of
34 block. While calculating the similarity, we assume t
black blocks in Fig. 2 are equal to 1, and white blocks a
equal to 0. The equation below is to calculate similar
scoreSc of each inputX:

Fig. 1 Computation gradients in the x and y directions.

Table 1 Relationship between groups, degrees, and classification
types.

Group Degree Degree Ranges Classification Types (Tc)

0 10 222.5 to 122.5 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

1 690 .167.5 or ,267.5 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14

2 145 122.5 to 167.5 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22

3 245 222.5 to 267.5 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30
2373Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 9, September 2000
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3

(
j 50

3 H 1 if CMi j 5TCi j

0 if CMi j ÞTCi j

. ~7!

Classc, which has a maximum scoreSc , is returned as
classification result. If the score of classification resultc is
smaller than 14, a miscellaneous block~class type 31! is
assigned to it. An example of the proposed classificat
method is given in Fig. 3.

3.2 Prediction

By observing images, we can see that the edge patt
extend and accompany the orientation. Therefore, con
ering the edge orientation in our coding scheme can p
mote a reasonable performance.

Fig. 3 Example of classification.
al Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 9, September 2000
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3.2.1 Prediction on classification types

While predicting the classification types, the types
neighboring block should be considered to increase the
diction correct ratio. Four blocks labeledL, U, LU, andRU,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 4, are considered as an a
increase prediction efficiency. The block that needs to
predicted is marked asX. As we described in Sec. 3.1, th
classification types are divided into six groups, includi
the four edge groups listed in Table 1 and shaded~smooth!
and miscellaneous types. Briefly, the idea is that ed
should be continuous in natural images; that is, if the l
side of blockX ~block L! has a classification type of grou
0 ~0 deg, horizontal edge!, there is a large probability thatX
has the same classification type withL, as illustrated in Fig.
5.

When a block is to be predicted, the prediction alg
rithm checks the classifications of adjacent blocks first
the block to the left side ofX does not exist~i.e., it is at the
leftmost position of an image!, X is predicted as the sam
type as its upper blockU. In the same way, we predictX as
the same type as its left side blockL, if upper sideU does
not exist. If all four neighboring blocks exist, the predictio
algorithm checks the following criteria:

Fig. 4 Four blocks used to predict the classification type of block X.
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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1. If the classification type ofL belongs to group 0, then
predictX as the same type asL.

2. If the classification type ofU belongs to group 1,
then predictX as the same type asU.

3. If the classification type ofRU belongs to group 2,
then predictX as the same type asRU.

4. If the classification type ofLU belongs to group 3,
then predictX as the same type asLU.

5. If one or both ofL and U are miscellaneous types
predictX as a miscellaneous type.

6. If none of the neighboring blocks are shade blo
predictX as a miscellaneous type.

These conditions are tested sequentially. Once a cond
is satisfied, the rest of conditions are ignored. If all con
tions can not be satisfied, then the block to be predic
may not contain an edge. Therefore,X will be predicted as
a shade block.

3.2.2 Prediction on VQ indices

Once the prediction of classification type returns a corr
result, i.e., the prediction hit, blockX should have the sam
classification type as one of the neighboring blocks in m
cases. By observing Fig. 5, we claim that blockX can be
predicted from one of the adjacent blocks~P! due to the
edge pattern characteristics. There is a high probability
X has the same VQ index asP. And even if the VQ index
is not the same, the codevector of the VQ index ofP may
be close toX.

Prediction based on VQ indices can be integrated w
prediction based on classification types. If the classificat
type of blockX is predicted from one of the neighborin
blocks P, then the VQ index of blockX will also be pre-
dicted as the VQ index ofP. This criterion can be adapte
to criteria 1 to 4, as given in Sec. 3.2.1. If the classificat
type of blockX was predicted using criteria 5 and 6, th
prediction based on the VQ index will not be applied.
this case,X is predicted as a miscellaneous type, which
the most complex part in an image;X andP will be differ-
ent from each other, although they are neighboring bloc
In the resting cases,X is predicted as a shade block. On
the six criteria are passed, we must have at least one b
of the shade type. BlocksL, U, LU, andRU are checked.
The first shade block found is assigned asP. Then the index
of X is predicted as the same asP.

Fig. 5 Basic idea of prediction.
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3.3 Encoding Process

An image can be approximately divided into smooth a
complex regions. A smooth region can be compressed
high compression ratio with little influence on the overa
quality of the reconstructed image. A complex region
hard to compress, which is a challenge for all kinds
compression schemes. The majority of storage space
quired for a compressed image is that which stores
complex region. Moreover, the quality of a reconstruct
image is greatly affected by the quality of the comple
region.

While an image is being fed into the proposed encod
the image is decomposed into smooth and edge areas
simple method that is described later. After decompositi
the image is segmented into three kinds of image blocks
sizes 434, 838, and 16316 pixels. Blocks with the size
of 434 pixels are treated as edge areas, and the o
blocks are treated as smooth areas. Different algorithms
applied to encode each area. A flowchart of the propo
encoder is shown in Fig. 6.

3.3.1 Decomposition process

The image to be decomposed is first divided into 16316
nonoverlapping blocks. Then the variance, which deno
the complexity, of each divided block is computed. If th
variance is larger than a threshold, the block is further
vided into four 838 blocks. The same test is applied t
each 838 block to determine whether the 838 block is
divided into 434 blocks. An example of the decompos
tion result is shown in Fig. 7.

3.3.2 Encoding of smooth areas

After dividing the image into smooth areas and edge are
two areas are encoded separately. Smooth areas co
two sizes of blocks, blocks of 838 pixels and blocks of
16316 pixels. Each block is encoded by mean-remov
VQ ~MRVQ!. Blocks of 838 pixels are encoded by 8
38 MRVQ, and blocks of 16316 pixels are encoded by
16316 MRVQ. All means are quantized to 6 bits, and
standard VQ encoder with a codebook size of 32 is appl
to encode the zero-mean blocks into indices.

Fig. 6 Flowchart of the encoder.
2375Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 9, September 2000
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3.3.3 Encoding of edge areas

After they are decomposed, we find that not all blocks
the edge areas are really edge blocks. To achieve b
performance, recognizing edge blocks with different orie
tation is required of our prediction algorithm. The class
cation method described in Sec. 3.1 is applied to dis
guish between shade blocks and edge blocks. At the s
time, the prediction of classification types is also acco
plished using the prediction method described in Sec.
Then, we test whether or not the prediction is correct. O
1 bit is used to represent the type of block if predicti
succeeds. But if prediction fails, 1 bit will be the cost as
penalty. Prediction for the classification result can redu
the overhead required by the classification.

After prediction based on classification types, we m
determine whether or not prediction based on indi
should be applied. Prediction based on indices is not
plied if the prediction based on classification types faile
or if the block is predicted as a miscellaneous block. T
mean square error~MSE! of the predicted index and th
optimal index are computed as PMSE and OMSE, resp
tively. If PMSE-OMSE is smaller than a threshold, the p
dicted index is used to replace the optimal index and
ported as a successful prediction. Otherwise the opti
index is used, which is reported as a prediction fault. A
other bit is used to denote the prediction status. From
experimental results, the threshold for PMSE-OMSE is
to 1000. The rest of the blocks, to which we applied no V
index prediction, are encoded directly using classified V

3.4 Postprocessing

MRVQ of 838 and 16316 blocks is applied to encode th
smooth areas. In this way, the smooth areas can be enc
into a very low bit rate with little distortion to the overa
performance. However, the decoded image will have sli
blocking effects in smooth areas, as Fig. 8 shows. A sim
filter is applied to the smooth areas of images to impro
the visual quality. Figure 9 shows the 333 filter that is
applied to the smooth image areas. This filter is equiva
to the following equation:

Fig. 7 Decomposition result for ‘‘Lena.’’
2376 Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 9, September 2000
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x̂~u,v !5
1

( i 521
1 ( j 521

1 w~ i , j ! (
i 521

1

(
j 521

1

w~ i , j !

3x~u1 i , v1 j !, ~8!

where x̂(u,v) is the filtered pixel in position (u,v) and
represents the central pixel in Fig. 9;w( i , j ) denotes the
weight number of the corresponding position; andw(0,0)
represents the central location, which is 4 in Fig. 9. T
blocking effects can be greatly reduced after filtering, a
the overall performance of the peak SNR~PSNR! will in-
crease about 0.1 to 0.2 dB.

3.5 Bit Allocation

The space required to store the compressed image ca
split to three parts: the overhead of the decomposition
the smooth and edge areas. The first part is denoted a

BD5N16311N834, ~9!

whereN16 is the number of 16316 blocks andN8 is the
number of 838 blocks.

In smooth areas, means and VQ indices of blocks m
be stored, thus it requires

Bs5~N161N8!3~Bmean1Bindex!, ~10!

whereBmeandenotes the bits required to quantize the me
value. Means are always quantized to 6 bits in our al
rithm, thus,Bmeanis equal to 6. The value ofBindex depends

Fig. 8 ‘‘Lena’’ reconstructed before filtering; 30.22 dB at 0.219 bpp.

Fig. 9 The 333 filter applied to the smooth area.
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Table 2 Performance of compressing ‘‘Lena’’ with different thresholds.

Threshold Block Numbers Decomposition Overall

16316 838 16316 838 434 Bits Bit rate (bpp) Bit rate (bpp) PSNR (dB)

300 400 613 900 2976 2668 0.0102 0.195 29.95

300 300 613 759 3540 2668 0.0102 0.209 30.22

200 300 565 919 3668 2860 0.0109 0.219 30.59

150 200 529 850 4520 3004 0.0115 0.244 31.02

100 150 484 958 5128 3264 0.0125 0.266 31.31

50 100 348 1240 5856 3728 0.0142 0.294 31.56
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lied
ypes
on the size of codebook used to encode the indices
mean-removed blocks. It can be represented as

Bindex5 log2 ~smooth codebook size!. ~11!

For example, if codebook size is 32, the number of b
required to encode an index is 5 bits.

Predictions are employed in edge areas. A 1 is sent to
the receiver if the prediction based on classification type
correct. Otherwise, a prediction fault occurs, and a 0 issent
to indicate this. The 0 is followed by the correct classific
tion type. If prediction based on types is correct, then p
diction based on VQ indices can proceed. Another bi
used to represent the prediction result based on the ind
This bit is 1 if prediction based on index hits, otherwise it
0, and it is followed by the optimal index numberoc. Here
NPTC denotes the number of blocks with correct predicti
in classification type andNPTF denotes the number o
blocks that are not correctly predicted;NPIC denotes the
number of blocks with a correct prediction in VQ indice
and NPIF denotes the number of blocks that are not c
rectly predicted. Therefore, it is clear that the number
bits used to store classification information is

Btype5NPTC311NPTF3~115!. ~12!

If prediction based on indices is not applied, the numbe
bits used to store indices is

Bindex5 log2 ~edge codebook size!. ~13!

If prediction on indices is applied, then

Bindex5NPIC321NPIF3@21 log2 ~edge codebook size!#
~14!

is required. The overhead required to store the whole e
areas is

BE5Btype1Bindex. ~15!

The overhead required for the entire image is thusB5BD

1BS1BE .

4 Simulation Results

The proposed algorithm was simulated and applied to s
eral gray-level images for performance evaluation. T
resolution of all the tested gray images was 5123512. Each
pticalengineering.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 04/28/2014 T
r

.

-

pixel takes 8 bits. The quality of the encoded image
evaluated by the PSNR. The PSNR is defined as

PSNR5103 log10S 2552

MSEDdB. ~16!

Note that the MSE for anm3m image is defined as

MSE5
1

m (
i 51

m

(
j 51

m

~xi j 2 x̂i j !
2, ~17!

where xi j and x̂i j denote the original reconstructed gra
levels, respectively.

In smooth areas, two codebooks, 838 and 16316, were
generated by the LBG algorithm. Each codebook cons
of 32 codevectors. Twenty-five 5123512 pixel images are
decomposed by a simple decomposition method to gene
the smooth regions that are fed to the training sets of co
books of smooth areas.

For the edge codebook, every type of codebook in
edge areas was also generated by the LBG algorithm,
32 codebooks with a block size of 434 were generated
Each codebook except that for the shade type consist
256 codevectors. The codebook for the shade type con
of only 128 codevectors. The same 25 images descri
before, are divided into nonoverlapping 434 block. These
blocks are classified into 32 groups using the classifica
method described in Sec. 3.1. Each group of blocks
treated as a training set for the codebook for its speci
block pattern.

All the test images arenot included in the training set
They are ‘‘Lena,’’ ‘‘F-16,’’ ‘‘Peppers,’’ and ‘‘Tiffany.’’
Images are decomposed first using two thresholds, one
16316 blocks and one for 838 blocks. Table 2 shows the
compression performance with different decomposit
thresholds. From the experimental results, the 16316
threshold is assigned to 200 and the 838 threshold is as-
signed to 300 in the later experiment. Now, the image
decomposed into 16316, 838, and 434 subblocks. The
434 blocks are treated as edge areas, and the rest o
blocks are treated as smooth areas. The overhead of de
position is about 0.01 bpp.

The blocks in the edge areas were classified into
types by the classification method described in Sec.
The new prediction method proposed in Sec. 3.2 is app
to reduce the storage space needed for classification t
2377Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 9, September 2000
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and indices. Tables 3 and 4 show the prediction result
classification types and indices, respectively.

The prediction by classification types was also appl
to the entire test images as a test. In this test, a high co
ratio of over 80% was achieved. When applying it to ed
areas only, the correct ratio can still exceed 45%. The p
diction of indices only occurs when prediction of classi
cation types is correct. The blocks correctly predicted
type column in Table 4 represents this. In some cases
predictions were not applied, as described in Sec.
Therefore, the number of blocks to be predicted actuall
shown in blocks to predict in indices. The correct ratio
prediction is about 35 to 55%.

The result of the proposed class prediction method w
compared to another class prediction methods propose
Ngan and Koh.10 In Ngan and Koh’s paper, blocks are fir
classified into smooth blocks and edge blocks. Then e
blocks are classified into 12 classes via two different cl
sification methods, which they called HTC and TMC. T
prediction-hit ratio of Ngan and Koh’s paper is 79.6% wi
HTC and 79.5% with TMC, using test image ‘‘Lena.’’ Th
proposed prediction hit ratio exceeds 80%. By compar
the criteria between the two methods, we found that
Ngan and Koh method forces all blocks to be classified i
one of the 12 edge classes. It causes prediction fault
complex part of images; for example, the hair in the t
image ‘‘Lena.’’ In our proposed method the complex pa
within images are classified into miscellaneous types. A
neighboring blocks of miscellaneous type blocks can
predicted as miscellaneous type to avoid prediction fau

Another classified VQ based system was proposed
Yang and Yang.6 In the Yang and Yang paper, images a
first quadtree decomposed into 838 and 434 blocks via
variance. Then all of the 838 blocks and some of the 4
34 blocks, which are classified as shade blocks, are
coded by predicted mean-removed VQ~PMRVQ!. The 4
34 blocks that are classified as edge blocks are enco
with an edge-based CVQ with 32 classes. To demonst
the effect of our proposed prediction method, the ed

Table 3 Result of prediction for classification types.

Images Correct Fault Correct Ratio (%)

‘‘Lena’’ 1825 1843 49.8

‘‘F-16’’ 2218 2558 46.4

‘‘Peppers’’ 2016 1948 50.9

‘‘Tiffany’’ 1646 1550 51.5
2378 Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 9, September 2000
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based CVQ with 32 classes in the Yang and Yang pa
was replaced by the proposed classification and predic
methods. After the replacement, the PSNR of the Yang
Yang system increased about 0.5 dB, which becomes 3
dB at the same bit rate.

From the experimental results, applying the predicti
based on both types and indices can reduce the overa
rate from 0.03 to 0.05 bpp, i.e., prediction can save ab
15 to 25% of storage space required for edge areas.
tailed bit rate reductions in the edges for the test images
listed in Table 5. Table 6 shows details of the overhead
bit allocation of smooth, edge, and decomposition overh
for the four test images.

The effect of the postprocessing filter applied is sho
in Figs. 8 and 10. Figure 8 is the reconstructed ima
‘‘Lena’’ without filtering, which displays a slight blocky
effect in the smooth regions. Figure 10 is the filtered ima
The quality improvements in terms of PSNR caused
filter are listed in Table 7.

The performance of proposed VQ is superior to that
full-search VQ in conjunction with variable length codin
abbreviated as VQ-VLC, and the search ord
coding15~SOC! as well. It is also better than SMVQ, whic
uses side-match prediction.11 Table 8 shows results with
different VQ and JPEG coding schemes for comparis
Refer to the data listed in Table 2, which demonstrates
proposed method outperforms than the result listed in Ta
8. Figures 11–13 show the reconstructed images after
tering of ‘‘F-16,’’ ‘‘Peppers,’’ and ‘‘Tiffany,’’ respectively.
All of them demonstrate good quality in terms of bit ra
and PSNR values.

5 Conclusions

A new image coding algorithm using simple decompositi
and CVQ quantization is proposed to code still imag
First, the encoding process decomposes the image
smooth and edge areas. The smooth areas are divided
16316 and 838 blocks, then they are encoded wi

Table 4 Result of prediction for indices.

Images

Blocks Correctly
Predicted
by Type

Blocks to
Predict in
Indices Correct Fault

Correct
Ratio (%)

‘‘Lena’’ 1825 1715 583 1132 34.0

‘‘F-16’’ 2218 2039 1118 921 54.8

‘‘Peppers’’ 2016 1944 809 1135 41.6

‘‘Tiffany’’ 1646 1480 802 678 54.2
Table 5 Bit rate reduction in edges caused by prediction.

Image

Before Prediction After Prediction Bit Reduced
Bit Rate
Reduced

Percentage
ReducedType Index Type Index Type Index

‘‘Lena’’ 18,340 27,721 12,883 25,245 5,457 2,476 7,033 17.2%

‘‘F-16’’ 23,880 36,371 17,566 30,268 6,314 6,103 12,417 20.6%

‘‘Peppers’’ 19,820 29,867 13,704 26,056 6,116 3,811 9,927 20.0%

‘‘Tiffany’’ 15,980 24,221 10,946 19,875 5,034 4,346 9,380 23.3%
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Downloaded From: http://o
Table 6 Bit allocation results of the proposed algorithm.

Bits Cost

Image

Smooth Areas Edge Areas
Bit Rate

(bpp)Decomposition Mean Index Type Index Total

‘‘Lena’’ 2,860 8,904 7,420 12,883 25,245 57,312 0.219

‘‘F-16’’ 2,960 7,692 6,410 17,566 30,268 64,896 0.248

‘‘Peppers’’ 2,980 9,000 7,500 13,704 26,056 59,240 0.226

‘‘Tiffany’’ 2,900 9,792 8,160 10,946 19,875 51,673 0.197
Fig. 10 ‘‘Lena’’ reconstructed after filtering; 30.59 dB at 0.219 bpp.
pticalengineering.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 04/28/2014 T
Table 7 Performance of the proposed algorithm.

Image
Bit Rate

(bpp)
PSNR before Filtering

(dB)
PSNR after Filtering

(dB)

‘‘Lena’’ 0.219 30.22 30.59

‘‘F-16’’ 0.248 29.99 30.16

‘‘Peppers’’ 0.226 29.76 30.02

‘‘Tiffany’’ 0.197 28.71 28.92
Table 8 Performance comparison of different VQ systems and JPEG.

Image

JPEG (Ref. 6) ESMVQ (Ref. 12) PRVQ (Ref. 8)

PSNR Bit Rate PSNR Bit Rate PSNR Bit Rate PSNR Bit Rate

‘‘Lena’’ 29.47 dB 0.254 bpp 31.50 dB 0.296 bpp 30.44 dB 0.270 bpp 30.13 dB 0.270 bpp
Fig. 11 Reconstructed ‘‘F-16’’; 30.16 dB at 0.248 bpp.
 Fig. 12 Reconstructed ‘‘Peppers’’; 30.02 dB at 0.226 bpp.
2379Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 9, September 2000
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Downl
MRVQ. CVQ is applied to encode the edge areas. A n
classification method, classifying edge patterns into
typical types, is proposed for use in the edge areas. T
prediction methods, one used for prediction based on c
sification types and another for prediction based on indic
are applied to reduce the storage space required by cl
fication types and VQ indices. Finally, a filter is applied
smooth areas of the image to reduce the blocking effec

Using the method proposed in this paper, both the c
relations of neighboring pixels and the correlations
neighboring block are exploited to reduce the stora
space. The traditional VQ uses the redundancy betw
pixels. However, the proposed prediction method uses
redundancy among blocks. The proposed predict
method based on classification types has an accuracy
of over 80% when applied to an entire image. The accur
is the best performance we have ever seen from the su
of VQ prediction schemes. While applying the prediction
the edge areas only, the accuracy is nearly 50%.

Our future work is to find a better algorithm to achie
higher prediction accuracy. In addition, the bit rate
smooth regions can be reduced further by the use a tr
form coding such as the discrete cosine transform~DCT!
and wavelet compression.
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